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Bell Auto Promotes $300-500 Referral Cheque Program to Toronto Drivers

York County drivers can be rewarded with a $300 to $500 cheque for every referral sale at
Toronto dealership

TORONTO (PRWEB) March 19, 2020 -- The Bell Auto dealership works hard to provide the ideal experience
for all customers, as well as their friends and family. To promote this communal nature, and to provide a better
car-shopping experience for all, Bell Auto has an established referral program for existing customers. Drivers
who refer a customer to the Bell Auto dealership are rewarded with a sizable cheque if their referral results in a
vehicle purchase.

How does the Bell Auto referral program work? Customers at Bell Auto can refer a friend or family member
shopping for a car to our staff online. Our sales team will contact the referred driver and see if a suitable vehicle
can be found from the Bell Auto inventory that fits their automotive wants and needs in addition to discussing
financing options. If the referral ends with the result of a sale and a new customer, the person who referred the
customer to Bell Auto will be rewarded with a $300 to $500 cheque depending on the cost of the purchased
vehicle. Drivers are encouraged to refer one and all to Bell Auto for more business transactions and more
cheques from Bell Auto as a thank you for promoting the dealership business.

The Bell Auto goal is to find and offer every customer the car of their dreams. The dealership works with
referrals to ensure each dream car fits the budget and lifestyle of every driver. The Bell Auto doors are always
open and the dealership team is available to answer questions about products, sales and services offered.

To learn more about automotive and savings opportunities at Bell Auto, drivers in the York County area of
Toronto are advised to contact the dealership. The Bell Auto team can be reached through online messaging on
the dealership website, by phone at the number of +1 416-736-8880 and with an in-person visit to the store. The
Bell Auto Inc. dealership is located at 1127 Finch Ave. W, North York, Ontario, Canada M3J 2E8.
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Contact Information
Kamran Khadeem
Bell Auto Inc.
http://https://www.bellauto.ca/
416-736-8880

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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